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Foreword to My Own Bibliography

By John Updike

Somewhere (was it in Time magazine?) the great Calvinist theologian Karl Barth said of the af-
terlife that he thought of it as this life, viewed under the aspect of eternity. It seemed to me a rather 
comfortless recycling, but now that I have, in this huge and fanatically detailed bibliography, something 
of the sort – my life in print viewed under the aspect of definitive inventory – I acknowledge some 
comfort. It comforts me to see that even those shreds of praise called blurbs, gouged out of a published 
book review or dragged from a feeble writer by the claims of friendship or public relations, did not die 
with the jackets they momentarily adorned but are lifted into the Heaven of scholarly record by the 
angelic De Bellis and Broomfield. The same vigilant guardians, with their flaming swords and twitter-
ing computers, have also assembled, of a size (but not, I hope, a worth) virtually equal to that of the 
thronged Paradise of my own verbal inventions, an Inferno of reviews by other pens; within these ev-
erlasting covers I am forever joined with my critics, however harshly dismissive and blithely inaccurate 
many of them may have been. My consolation is that their scribbled notices are available only within 
the crumbling archives of, in many cases, remote and ephemeral journals, whereas the wise and kind 
firm of Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., who first published me in 1959 and has gamely continued ever since, has 
maintained a generous number of my titles in print. Knopf has further indulged my own compulsive 
bibliographical bent by letting me re-collect my poetry and early short stories, with dates of composi-
tion (as opposed to the sometimes delayed and wayward dates of publication) painstakingly compiled 
by me from manuscripts held in Harvard’s Houghton Library, in the two volumes Collected Poetry 1953-
1993 and The Early Stories 1953-1975. 

The zeal of Professor De Bellis, author of an earlier bibliography and an Updike Encyclopedia, 
has been with me more years than I can count, providing me with the sometimes eerie though flattering 
sensation of being observed as scrupulously as, if the Gospels are to be believed, the fall of a sparrow. De 
Bellis is not merely a fellow-Pennsylvanian: he is an adopted son of Allentown, a city always regarded 
with envy by those of us born in the locale of Reading, a larger but less snappy and prosperous burg. Mi-
chael Broomfield, a resident of another heartland of mine, New York City, is the most zealous, I think, 
of my collectors – he is certainly the one most frequently in touch with me, to explore some nuance of 
my copious and various oeuvre.

And why, the reader is entitled to ask, has this oeuvre been so copious and various? In my own 
impression of my work habits, I am steady but not speedy. I could not afford to be especially sensitive to 
the fluctuations of inspiration, since I had early cast myself in the role of free-lance writer, with no other 
professional duties, including the deceptively congenial ones of a teacher, to excuse me from my desk 
and a daily production. My initial ambition, as I have said in all too many of the interviews dutifully 
listed within, was to be a cartoonist, a limner in ink on Bristol board; at college my yearnings turned 
somewhat literary, but in the direction, still, of magazines – their glossy covers, their fleeting but flashy 
life on the drugstore racks. The aspirations of the committed novelist and career poet were beyond me 
even after I began, in the years after college, to break into print. To this day I remain highly susceptible 
to the siren call of periodical publication; it pays, and seems real to me, a participation in the nation’s 
flow of discourse and entertainment, though the number of magazines where I want to appear, and that 
want me, has dwindled sharply since the 1950s. At the same time, beginning with my exposure to the 
Linotype presses of the Reading Eagle, where I worked for some summers, and to the then-busy bind-
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eries of that city, I have admired the physical operations of the print industry, and have thus happily 
participated in the production of the limited editions and broadsides that lengthen this bibliography 
and keep my faithful collectors on their toes. This bibliography, however, is not a closed book, though 
how nearly so it is frightens me to contemplate. 

I could have helped a little more, I now realize with a guilty pang. My own archives consist of 
shelves of my books, foreign and domestic, in my home, particularly two shelves that hold often-han-
dled first editions of my fifty-odd volumes marked up with corrections that have been made in later 
printings or that I hope will some day be made. Upstairs in a storage room, four cardboard boxes con-
tain over fifty years of tearsheets from magazines. I could have delved more deeply into those brittle, 
slippery, yellowing stacks, which contain many an oddment and all my unsigned contributions, mostly 
from 1955-1968, to The New Yorker’s Talk of the Town section; but the best of these, in my judgment, 
have been salvaged in my books – chiefly Assorted Prose and the limited but handsome Talk from the 
Fifties – and the rest can be forgotten. Something, after all, must be forgotten, or nothing can be re-
membered; forgetfulness is the writer’s great internal editor. I have given De Bellis and Broomfield 
information when I could easily produce it, and even when it was not so easy, but this bibliography is 
their creation, not mine. The pleasures of creating a bibliography surely include those of independent 
research and discovery, while the sulky, distracted author tries to put everything he has already written 
behind him. My old friend John Cheever once shocked me by declaring that he didn’t have a single copy 
of his books in his house; he had given them away. I, less pure and resolute in disdaining the vain back-
ward glance, confess to being fortified, in forging ahead, by the remarkable gift of attention bestowed by 
the patient compilers of this lavish compendium.
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Introduction

General Introduction to Sections A and B

Scope of entries and presentation method

Key terms used in Sections A and B are defined below.

Each major entry represents the first separate appearance of its contents. Major entries are ordered chronologi-
cally based on the publication date of the first published version. Revised versions are reported with the original major 
entry. If major entry titles are later combined (e.g., in Rabbit Angstrom or The Complete Henry Bech), the later book is 
given a separate major entry. 

Subsidiary entries are generally ordered chronologically by edition and within each edition.1 For both trade and 
small press publications, abbreviated entries are given for preliminary materials available to us. For trade publications, 
detailed subsidiary entries are given for the first American and British trade printings, for later printings with significant 
revisions, for any limited printing, and for Franklin and Easton printings, with shorter subsidiary entries for first pa-
perback reprints that do not include significant revisions.2 Special copies of trade books prepared only for the author or 
publisher or other participants, with none intended for sale, are ignored.3 Major entries are included for original book 
club editions and subentries for the issues created by Knopf for the Kroch’s & Brentano’s First Edition Circle. In part as 
a caution, because often they are not overtly identified as such, we include notes within trade book subentries for other 
American book club printings we have examined. For small press publications, a detailed subentry is given for each pub-
lished issue, proceeding from the least to the most limited, without regard to when copies were first distributed unless a 
significant interval elapsed in their issuance. In assigning sequential designations among editions and printings, we have 
sometimes assumed an absence of intermediate versions. 

Upper case letters are assigned to preliminary materials, lower case letters to published issues (e.g., A4A or A4a).4 
If the existence of variants within an issue appears intentional (e.g., the use of different covers for copies intended for 
domestic or international distribution or different wrappers because of an exhausted supply) or where copies within an 
issue are differentiated by manual designation (e.g., hand-numbered from hand-lettered, signed from unsigned), each 
variant is assigned an Arabic number; we also use Arabic numbers to distinguish proofs with differing cover information 
(see, e.g., A3b , A138a, and A1B, respectively). Lower case Roman numerals are assigned to publishers’ in-house materi-
als, to overrun copies of limited printings (whether or not marked “out-of-series”), occasionally to “mistake” copies, and 
to noteworthy incidental items.

Because presentation, hors commerce, overrun, and mistake copies are not offered generally for sale, they are 
treated as “Not for sale” unless we have verified that the publisher’s regular practice was to prepare such copies for sale to 
selected customers. 

1 Knopf usually issued limited printings months after its first trade printings. Where a Knopf book states that a “first edition” was previously “privately 
printed” or printed by The Franklin Library or The Easton Press or where the Franklin or Easton book is denominated “first edition,” we follow that 
order absent confirmation to the contrary. 
2 Some paperback publishers (including Crest, Vintage, Ballantine, and Penguin, all represented here) regularly published an “international” paperback 
version months before publishing the same title in its domestic market. We have had little access to such printings and have disregarded books so des-
ignated. However, because until recently Penguin did not designate its international version as such, we provide the available information on all appar-

ent Penguin first paperback printings. 
3 We are aware of, but have not seen, presentation copies in full undecorated leather of the first Knopf printings of Rabbit Is Rich and Brazil. A dealer 
who had acquired and sold copies of those versions believes that they were produced as gifts for friends of the publisher, probably in quantities of five 
to ten copies each. 
4 Occasionally, where we suspect that a proof of which we have no evidence may have preceded the first proof that we record, we leave [A] unassigned.
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In the traditional view, galleys, proofs, and other advance materials not sold to the public merit little or no recog-
nition from the bibliographer. We are persuaded otherwise: (1) With trade book advance issues now often distributed in 
significant quantities, to disregard them honors formality over substance. (2) Particularly for trade books, preliminary 
materials are often a source of publication information, albeit tentative, not otherwise available to us. (3) Preliminary 
materials sometimes reflect an earlier state of text, which may provide information useful to researchers. (4) As these 
materials have become more widely collected, the information will also be of use to dealers and collectors. For trade 
publications, information is only provided for materials that would have been distributed to third parties. We provide 
more extensive information on small press proofs, which are far scarcer and rarely documented. Our listings are incom-
plete in both categories.

Updike regularly revisits his texts before their republication, most often making unacknowledged changes that af-
fect only single lines. A thorough inventory of these revisions is beyond the scope of this book.

Regrettably, the records of many publishers, including those of Alfred A. Knopf, Updike’s American trade publish-
er since 1959, were not available to us. Information derived from other sources includes publication order within a year, 
in a few instances the publication year, and some publication prices. Advance issues and publicity materials were often 
our only sources for print quantity and publication dates; these predictions are not always borne out. 

We examined books non-destructively. Some points of physical description based on our observations may prove 
incorrect. 

Description conventions

Subtitles that only indicate genre (e.g., “Short Stories”) are omitted from main entry captions. 

The year of publication appears in brackets in major entry and subentry captions if it is not stated on the title 
page or, if the item lacks a title page, in its colophon. In a detailed subentry, the publisher’s name is given as it appears 
on the title page. If the publisher’s name or the place of publication is not stated there, we supply it in brackets in the 
title page description; if the item lacks a title page, we supply that information in brackets at the end of the subentry’s 
first paragraph of text. 

Text transcriptions, provided primarily for the title pages and the fronts and spines of covers and jackets of books, 
indicate type case and style (roman, italic, or script and solid, outlined, or with shadows), with a vertical bar indicating 
a line break. Some copyright page information is also shown in the type case and style in which it appears in text, but 
in a consistent order, with periods supplied if needed for clarity. In quoting colophon text, we mark paragraph breaks 
only where additional leading between lines conveys that intention; we occasionally mark line breaks for clarity in the 
absence of printed punctuation at line ends. For the reader’s convenience, we extract copyright information from the 
colophon if the publisher placed it there. 

From copyright pages we provide copyright dates and owners of principal contributions; publisher’s name, publi-
cation year, statement of edition or printing, and, in Section A, comments (presumably Updike’s own) if they comment 
on—rather than merely identify—prior appearances. 

We provide only summary information concerning reprint paperbacks and the backs and flaps of jackets and 
wrappers. 

Unless otherwise indicated, 

• typefaces are roman and solid; 

• text is printed horizontally; vertical text reads from top to bottom; and broadside text is printed in a single cen-
tered column;

• text, rules, and designs are in black; rules are single and plain; frames are rectangular; 

• text, rules, and designs on cloth or leather covers are stamped; 

• a book’s title page appears on the recto and copyright information on the verso of the same leaf; 

• in colophon copy designations, numbers are Arabic and Roman numerals are capital; letters are always specified 
as capital or small; 

• paper used for a book’s text block or endpapers or for pamphlets is uncoated and white, off-white, or cream; 
paper used for broadsides, cards, and envelopes is uncoated and white; 

• endpapers have neither text nor decoration;
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• paper edges are trimmed smooth and are not stained or gilded; 

• books in boards are cased and their spines rounded rather than flat; 

• trade book jackets and the wrappers of trade publishers’ paperbacks are white coated paper; paper jackets and 
wrappers for other books and for pamphlets are uncoated; 

• glassine, tissue, or acetate jackets have neither text nor decoration; 

• labels are paper and rectangular; 

• a folded sheet is creased vertically rather than horizontally;

• author photographs are in black & white; line drawings are in black; other photographs, drawings, and illustra-
tions are in color; 

• illustrations of any kind are reproductions; 

• items are manufactured in the publisher’s stated home country; and

• book club hardcover books are those published by Book-of-the-Month Club; book club softcover books are 
those published by Quality Paperback Book Club; and book club books lack printed publication prices, ISBNs, 
and bar codes.

In the absence of a widely available standard reference, trying to assign color names that are both precise and 
commonly recognizable is sometimes a frustrating task. While we often use “light,” “medium,” and “dark” or hyphenates 
as qualifiers, the less generic names we occasionally use (sometimes following extended debate with family members) 
will seem subjective, incorrect, or unfamiliar to some readers. The reader should also keep in mind that paper and ink 
colors vary and are subject to fading. 

A type style, text orientation, or color designation for text, rules, or decorations continues until another is  
specified. 

Where dimensions are stated, width precedes height; thickness is not given unless a bibliographical point is in-
volved. We generally give dimensions for galleys and page proofs, but omit dimensions for bound preliminary issues if 
they approximate those of the published book’s text block. 

We refer to the side of a slipcase that faces the reader when the spine is at the right as the slipcase front, even if the 
design suggests otherwise. 

We generally omit 

• details of publishers’ devices and marks; 

• information on signature gatherings and page-by-page descriptions of contents; 

• ISBN and other cataloging data;5 

• type face names and design, materials, and production information except as reported in the colophon, unless 
otherwise available to us;6 and 

• mention of book or jacket surfaces that are blank or lack pertinent information.

We do note the presence of jackets that lack text and decoration, with these cautions: (1) We may be unaware of 
some instances in which books were issued in such jackets. (2) Some copies acquire protective covers in passing among 
dealers and collectors and with that a spurious history of having been issued thus. For one example, dealers regularly of-
fer Lord John Press books in “the original glassine.” None of the books we purchased directly from Lord John Press came 
in a glassine jacket.

Where we have been unable to examine an item, its entry is preceded by a single asterisk. Where its publication 
price is not printed on the item and was obtained otherwise than from the publisher or its promotional materials, the 
price is followed by a double asterisk. Where the publication price is not available to us, a triple asterisk appears in the 
place of the publication price.

For Updike’s prose and poetry collections in Section A, we list the contents with the least limited printing. In 
those lists,

Introduction

5 We do provide ISBN numbers for some Penguin books to distinguish among apparent first issues.
6 Knopf customarily includes a note on type at the end of its books, and the text of nearly all of Updike’s Knopf titles is set in a version of Janson. The 
reader is referred to Knopf ’s notes for that information. 
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• material by Updike that had not been previously published is in bold; 

• the quotation marks conventionally used with poem and short prose titles are omitted; 

• section headings and titles are shown as they appear in the table of contents, except as follows: (i) headings and 
titles that as a matter of design are consistently presented in all capitals or italics are changed to conventional 
title capitalization and roman; (ii) headings, titles, or portions of titles that appear in the main text but not in 
the table of contents are within braces; (iii) subtitles are disregarded; (iv) introductory comments that precede 
a piece in the main text but do not appear in its table of contents entry are generally disregarded, but com-
ments needed to distinguish between entries have been retained and are within braces;  

• to indicate the author’s grouping of pieces into subdivisions in a collection, the title of a major division is shown 
in large and small capitals within square brackets, while the title of a minor division is shown in italics followed 
immediately, within square brackets, by the number of items in the section or group, also in italics; 

• if the book has no table of contents, the entire list is within braces and any section headings in the main text are 
within square brackets; 

• semi-colons separate titles in a list where commas are present within titles, otherwise commas separate titles; and

• acknowledgments are disregarded unless listed in table of contents or so captioned in the main text; dedications 
and other credit lists are disregarded. 

Other, infrequently-used devices are noted where they apply. 

For anthologies in Section B, copyright information for contributions by authors other than Updike is omitted, 
and the contents are not listed. 

Frequently-used terms

“Edition” refers to all copies of a book printed, at any time or times, from one setting of type without substantial 
change, however reproduced. “Printing” refers to all copies of a book that appear to have been printed at one time.7 

“Issue” distinguishes among published copies within a printing if deliberately differentiated by the publisher by 
designation in print or in materials, binding, or format (e.g., trade from limited or library, numbered from lettered, in 
cloth from in wrappers); distinguishes American from British copies where the only differences are in the publisher’s 
imprint; and distinguishes copies with glaring errors from corrected ones prepared and released after initial publica-
tion (notably The Music School). Differences in covers, wrappers, or jacket do not in themselves create different issues. 
We most often use “state” to identify or distinguish among similar preliminary items. We also use “state” to indicate that 
changes were made during manufacture of published items, including two cases (Query and Invasion of the Book Enve-
lopes) in which the earlier version, with errors discovered during printing, was not released until long after a corrected 
version was published. We use “variant” if we are either unable to determine whether “issue” or “state” applies or unable 
to determine priority of issue. 

“Sides” refers to the material covering a book’s boards, “back” to a book’s spine and any portion of the boards 
covered in a material different from that on the sides (e.g., “dark red coarse cloth-patterned paper sides and back” for the 
first British printing of The Poorhouse Fair and “gray-blue paper sides, rust cloth back” for its first American printing). 
“Rear” refers to the back cover of a book or jacket, the back flap of a jacket, or the back of a broadside or card, “reverse” 
to the inner side of a book’s front or rear cover or a book jacket. 

“Wrappers” describes both the flexible paper covers used for pamphlets and most small-press books not in boards 
and the stiffer covers used for trade and mass-market paperbacks. To avoid confusion, we use “jacket” rather than “wrap-
pers” to describe a loose paper, glassine, or acetate outer wrapper added by the publisher to protect a book’s covers, and 
“outer wrapper” where (in some small-press or foreign books) it is glued or tied to the wrappers. 

We occasionally use “thus” to indicate a particular, and usually atypical, portion of a larger printing or issue.  

We use “trade” and “mass-market” somewhat informally to indicate larger- and smaller-format paperbacks,  
respectively.8 

7 In this introductory note, we sometimes use “printing” more broadly rather than repeat that a statement applies to editions or issues as well.
8 Our usage is not universal. A Penguin editor advised that, internally, “Penguin refers to trade paperbacks as those which follow or are printed at the 
same time as the hardback and are primarily open market/international editions; mass market paperbacks being those which are published around a 
year after the hardback and become the main paperback edition.”
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“Card” describes a small one-sheet item on heavy paper, “broadside” an item that is larger or on lighter paper. 

Publishers may provide information on printing, participants, materials, and limitation in one or more notes; we 
gather all such information under the heading “colophon.”

Confusion arises from the lack of an established nomenclature for preliminary materials. A publisher may call a 
pre-publication issue, whether in plain or pictorial covers, an advance reader’s copy or edition, uncorrected proof(s), 
bound galley(s), or some variation or combination thereof. 9 Our usage is generally as stated in the next paragraph; 
items that do not fall clearly within these definitions are described in greater detail. 

 We use “galleys” to describe bound or unbound sheets printed on recto and verso or on recto only and on which 
more than one book page’s quantity of printed text appears. We use “page proofs” to describe photocopied sheets sub-
stantially larger than the book’s text block that show one or two book pages as they are intended to appear in the pub-
lished book. “Uncorrected proof” refers to trimmed and bound sheets printed on recto and verso that approximate the 
intended page-by-page information of the published book, whether or not all elements are present, if in non-pictorial 
wrappers; “advance issue” refers to proofs in pictorial wrappers; “preliminary issues” refers to proofs in either pictorial or 
non-pictorial wrappers. We also report the publishers’ designations for these materials.

Page Count

The page count for the main text is based on the number printed on the first Arabic-numbered page. The count 
for preliminary pages is based on the number printed on the first Roman-numbered page. If no pages are Roman-num-
bered, the count for preliminary pages is usually based on the first page. If a publisher consistently disregards one or 
more initial leaves in assigning preliminary page numbers, we follow its practice, but give the number of disregarded 
leaves.10 If, however, the page number printed on the first Arabic-numbered page is sufficiently high that preliminary 
pages must also be assigned Arabic numbers to count up correctly, we do so. If no pages are numbered, the first page of 
the main text, whether on verso or recto, is treated as the first Arabic-numbered page. Unnumbered pages are indicated 
by square brackets. Where title page information appears only on the front cover, the covers are included in the pagina-
tion. Endpapers are not included in pagination, but end pages are included unless they are binder’s blanks. If a colophon 
or signature leaf is added for a limited printing, we note the addition, but only revise the page count if to do so would be 
consistent with the method described above.11

For example, 1 leaf [i-vi] vii-x [1-4] 5-150 [151-154] 155-416 [417-420] means that printed page numbering for 
the main text begins on the page numbered 5; the four pages that immediately precede p. 5 are unnumbered; numbers 
are printed on the preliminary pp. vii-x; the preceding six pages are unnumbered; the publisher disregarded two pages 
(one leaf) preceding those six pages in numbering pp. vii-x; the pages following p. 5 are numbered through p. 150; four 
unnumbered pages follow; pp. 155-416 are so numbered; and the last four pages are unnumbered. 

Introduction to Images
The Grayscale Images section supplements the descriptions of items that have detailed subentries in Sections A 

and B, providing images of broadsides, jacket fronts, the front covers of books issued without jackets and most galleys 
and proofs, the fronts of some enclosures, and occasionally other items. The images are not shown to scale. Where a sur-
face has no decoration and either plain text or no text or where an image of one issue would be indistinguishable from 
that of another issue, we omit what would be an uninformative or redundant image. Color versions of these images, and 
some additional images, are on the disc that accompanies this book. We have not included images of Franklin or Easton 
books in either section. 

Introduction

9 Publishers use “Advance Reading Copy” and “Advance Reader’s Edition” interchangeably – perhaps even haphazardly – to describe advance issues. 
“Advance Review Copy” is also used to describe such issues, but properly describes a finished book accompanied by a review slip or other promotional 
material.
10 Knopf disregards the preliminary leaf that includes the list of the author’s prior Knopf titles (in trade printings, usually the verso of the leaf that im-
mediately precedes the half-title page) and all pages that precede that leaf, instead starting its count with the half-title page. Easton numbers prelimi-
nary pages only in some volumes, and in such cases starts its count with the title page or (if present) the half-title page; we have applied that method 
in all counts of Easton pages. Franklin does not number preliminary pages, and we include all integral preliminary pages, even if blank, in counts of 
Franklin pages. 
11 E.g., if the additional leaf is tipped at the front of a book and the publisher has not changed the preliminary page numbers to reflect the addition, 
the count is not revised; if such a leaf is tipped to an unnumbered leaf at the back of a book, the affected numbers are incremented. 
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Where a caption consists solely of an item’s identifying letters and numbers, the image depicts the front of its 
jacket or, if it was issued without a jacket, its front board or wrapper front. Where a caption identifies a board, wrapper, 
jacket, or enclosure, the image depicts its front unless otherwise indicated. The images follow as closely as practicable the 
order in which items are described in the text.

General Introduction to Sections C-K
As in all other sections, our arrangement is chronological, and when we assign an item to an Updike collection 

as its first publication a previous publication could not be found. Such items precede those placed in time by day and 
month or by season. Books to which Updike contributed follow the chronological listing given in Sections Bi, Bii, and 
Biii. To establish accurate dating for periodicals published quarterly, we assume (in the absence of other evidence) that 
the issue number of a volume refers to a season, with the quarterly’s year starting in the spring: thus volume 34, number 
1, 1960, is assumed to be spring, 1960, and the seasons are presumed to begin on equinox and solstice dates. Thus spring 
= March 21, so volume 34, number 1, 1960, would follow an entry dated 20 March, 1960 and precede an item dated 22 
March, 1960. (Volume numbers are used only for scholarly publications, never for newspapers.) 

When the title of an Updike article changes in a subentry, we have shown the change: 

 “Tomorrow, and Tomorrow, &c.” The New Yorker 30 Apr. 1955: 78, 80, 81-87. 
 A. Collected as “Tomorrow and Tomorrow and So Forth” in SD: 27-40. 

 B. Included in ES: [152]-160. 

  [Vladimir Nabokov.] The New Yorker 18 July 1977: 21-22. 
 A. Collected as “Vale, VN” in HS: 244-46. 

 B. Included as “In Memoriam” in In Memoriam Vladimir Nabokov, 1899-1977. New York: McGraw, 1977. 27-38. 

Subentries with the same title as the main entry contain only the location of the work and page number. 

Differences between the title of a piece in the table of contents of an Updike collection and the title on the first 
page of the item has led us to decide to use both, with braces {} indicating the title given on the first page of the piece.

Until about 1958 The New Yorker produced a New York City edition and an out-of-city edition with different pagi-
nation. We have sought to include both paginations for such entries. The city edition is used for the DVDs accompany-
ing The Complete New Yorker (New York: The New Yorker, 2005). 

If an Updike piece appears in an anthology or separate publication before it appears in an Updike collection, 
the title of the earlier publication is in bold. We omit unnecessary subtitles of books not by Updike, use “P” to indi-
cate “Press” and “U” for “University,” and place an asterisk before entries not seen by us. 

Jack De Bellis & Michael Broomfield
December 2007
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A. Separate Publications by Updike

Books, broadsides, and other printed items with sole or principal text by John Updike

The first published version noted below is either the first appearance or the first separate appearance of the text or 
the first gathering of a particular selection of poems or prose pieces. 

 A1. The Carpentered Hen and Other Tame Creatures [1958]

[a] First edition, first printing [1958] 

THE CARPENTERED HEN | and other tame creatures | POEMS BY | JOHN UPDIKE | [publisher’s device] | HARPER & 
BROTHERS PUBLISHERS | NEW YORK 

Copyright © 1954, 1955, 1956, 1957, 1958, by John Updike. FIRST EDITION B-H [23 more lines of information]

[i-vi] vii-viii [ix-xii] 1-82 [83-84]. 5-1/16 x 8 in. Light gray paper sides, polished black cloth back; flat spine; endpapers; front: (in gold 
double-rule circle) [publisher’s device]; spine: (vertically) THE CARPENTERED HEN and other tame creatures · UPDIKE  Harper 

Uncoated jacket: front and spine green; front: (in white) the CARPENTERED | HEN and other | tame creatures | (in green and white) 
[drawing: hen in frying pan] | (in white) poems by | JOHN UPDIKE; spine: (vertically, in white) THE CARPENTERED HEN UPDIKE 

HARPER; rear: photograph of Updike by Irving Fisk; front flap: two paragraphs of promotional copy, No. 8083A at bottom; rear flap: note 
on Updike, No. 8084A at bottom. 

Copies of [a] are often advertised for sale in the “first issue jacket,” in which the rear flap refers to Updike’s “two children,” implying 
that first printing copies were also distributed in a later jacket referring to his three or four children. We have never seen – or seen 
offered – a copy of [a] in that later jacket. We have been advised that the second jacket notes that Updike has published three novels, 
two books of stories, and two books of poems, which suggests its first use c.1965. 

Contents: Duet, with Muffled Brake Drums; Ex-Basketball Player; Player Piano; Shipbored; An Ode; The Clan; Why the Telephone 
Wires Dip and the Poles Are Cracked and Crooked; The Population of Argentina; Even Egrets Err; Scenic; Tune, in American Type; 
Lament, for Cocoa; Recitative for Punished Products; V. B. Nimble, V. B. Quick; Song of the Open Fireplace; March: A Birthday Poem; 
Sunflower; Poetess; Pooem; Capacity; An Imaginable Conference; The Story of My Life; The Newlyweds; Humanities Course; English 
Train Compartment; Time’s Fool; Philological; To an Usherette; Sunglasses; Cloud Shadows; A Modest Mound of Bones; Youth’s 
Progress; Dilemma in the Delta; A Wooden Darning Egg; Mr. High-mind; The One-Year-Old; Superman; Publius Vergilius Maro, the 
Madison Avenue Hick; In Memoriam; Planting a Mailbox; Tsokadze O Altitudo; Little Poems; Tao in the Yankee Stadium Bleachers; 
Due Respect; Tax-Free Encounter; Room 28 {National Portrait Gallery, London}; The Sensualist; Snapshots; Mountain Impasse; A 
Bitter Life; Glasses; A Rack of Paperbacks; Popular Revivals, 1956; Ode III.ii: Horace; A Cheerful Alphabet of Pleasant Objects [26]{: 
Apple, Birdbath, Cog, Doily, Easy Chair, Flowerpot, Geranium, Hairbrush, Icebox, Jack, Knob, Letter Slot, Mirror, Nutcracker, Otto-
man, Pendulum, Quilt, Rainspout, Stopper, Trivet, Umbrella, Vacuum Cleaner, Wheel, Xyster, Yardstick, Zeppelin}. 

Publication price: $2.75 

A separate listing appears below for Verse, which reprints the above poems and those in Telephone Poles and Other Poems.

[b] First edition, first British printing (1959) 

HOPING FOR A | HOOPOE | POEMS BY | JOHN UPDIKE | [publisher’s device] | LONDON | VICTOR GOLLANCZ 
LTD. | 1959 

Copyright © 1954, 1955, 1956, 1957, 1958, by John Updike [15 more lines of information]

[i-vi] vii-viii [ix-xii] 1-82 [83-84]. 5-3/8 x 8-1/2 in. Black cloth-patterned paper sides and back; flat spine; endpapers; front: (in gold 
double-rule frame, in gold) HOPING FOR A | HOOPOE | [star] | JOHN UPDIKE; spine: (vertically) HOPING FOR A HOOPOE [star] JOHN 

UPDIKE GOLLANCZ 
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